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Abstract 

Selected characteristics are used to compare machine learning algorithms and ensemble learning 

techniques. Models are evaluated using a variety of techniques, including accuracy, memory. The 

outcomes demonstrate that the decision tree-based technique produced the best results. 
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Introduction 

17.7 million deaths worldwide in 2016 were on average caused by heart disease, or around 31% [20]. 

Reveals that low- and middle-income nations account for 82% of the cases, 17 million people under 

the age of 70 are at risk for non-infectious diseases, 6.7 million experience strokes, and 7.4 million 

have heart disease. [19]. As well as for one-third of all fatalities worldwide. Cardiovascular disease 

affects not only the health of individuals but also the economics and costs of nations. The majority of 

heart illnesses, including stroke and cardiac problems, are of microvascular origin. The main causes 

of cardiac disease are being overweight, having diabetes, having a family history of smoking, and 

having high cholesterol[18].The specific issues that must be examined in order to examine the heart 

disease mischance are those that relate to actions. 

 

Related Work 

1.Material and Methods: 

1.1 Dataset:  

Pham et al. [7] employed K-mean, a genetic algorithm, and a recurrent neural network (RNN) to 

predict cardiac disorders.The outcome demonstrates that, when compared to other methods, ensemble 

learning has enhanced the performance of heart illness prediction. and Win [4] utilised sequential     

minimising feature subset selection (CFS) and optimising (SMO) to the prognosis of heart disease. 

 

2. Algorithm 

The following provides a detailed explanation of each phase of the suggested approach. 

2.1. Data Collection: To train and test models, the heart disease dataset is used. 13 characteristics, 

1025 records, and one target column make up this dataset. The goal column has two classes: 1 for 

cardiac ailments for illnesses other than those of the heart. Specifics of the features are described in 

Table 1. 

2.2 Data Preprocessing: The features have been resized to fall between . It is important to note that 

the dataset is purge missing values.              

2.3 Feature Extraction (FE). An important step since the machine learning classifier's classification 

effectiveness is frequently impacted by irrelevant features. 

2.4 Data Splitting: testing set is 25% and training set is 75%. 

2.5 Training Models Heart illness is categorised using machine learning algorithms, among other 

types. 

 

(1) That enables one to predict how new samples will be categorised. It is used by several groups. It 

can be applied to regression and classification forecasting issues.  

The two different ensemble procedure are bagging and boosting. 
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(a) Boosting is the process of creating a model sequence with the intention of fixing mistakes that 

have occurred in the models. The dataset is meticulously the classification method is then trained on 

a sample to build a series of average efficiency models. As a result, new samples are generated using 

the elements of the prior model that were incorrectly classified. The ensemble technique then 

improves upon itself by mixing the weak models. Algorithm 1 provides the boosting pseudocode. 

(b) Bagging for each subset in a replacement training set that has several subsets. The final 

performance forecast is consistent with the sub models taken together. Following that, a vote process 

is carried out for each categorization model, as can be seen in the bagging algorithm's pseudocode. 

As a result, the classification result is established using the vast majority of the average values. 

Algorithm 2 provides the bagging pseudocode. 

 
 

3. Result: 

 After performing the machine learning approach for training and testing we find that accuracy of 

the xgboost is better compared to other algorithms. Accuracy is calculated with the support of the 

confusion matrix of each algorithm, here the number count of TP, TN, FP, FN is given and using the 

equation of accuracy, value has been calculated and it is concluded that extreme gradient boosting is 

best with 81% accuracy and the comparison is shown below. 

 

TABLE: Accuracy comparison of algorithms 

Algorithm  Accuracy 

XG Boost 81.3% 
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SVM 80.2% 

Logistic 

Regression 

79.1% 

Random Forest 79.1% 

Navie Bayes 76.9% 

Decision Tree 75.8% 

Adaboost 73.6% 

 

4. Conclusion: 

Heart diseases are a major killer in India and throughout the world, application of promising 

technology like machine learning to the initial prediction of heart diseases will have a profound 

impact on society. The early prognosis of heart disease can aid in making decisions on lifestyle 

changes in high-risk patients and in turn reduce the complications, which can be a great milestone in 

the field of medicine. The number of people facing heart diseases is on a raise each year. This prompts 

for its early diagnosis and treatment. The utilization of suitable technology support in this regard can 

prove to be highly beneficial to the medical fraternity and patients. In this paper, the seven different 

machine learning algorithms used to measure the performance are SVM, Decision Tree, Random 

Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Adaptive Boosting, and Extreme Gradient Boosting 

applied on the dataset. The expected attributes leading to heart disease in patients are available in the 

dataset which contains 76 features and 14 important features that are useful to evaluate the system 

are selected among them. If all the features taken into the consideration then the efficiency of the 

system the author gets is less. To increase efficiency, attribute selection is done. In this n features 

have to be selected for evaluating the model which gives more accuracy. The correlation of some 

features in the dataset is almost equal and so they are removed. If all the attributes present in the 

dataset are taken into account then the efficiency decreases considerably. All the seven machine 

learning methods accuracies are compared based on which one prediction model is generated. Hence, 

the aim is to use various evaluation metrics like confusion matrix, accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-

score which predicts the disease efficiently. Comparing all seven the extreme gradient boosting 

classifier gives the highest accuracy of 81%. 
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